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INDIA - NEWS DETAILS
NSG TO TRAIN IN URBAN WARFARE
Asian Age, 11 July 2009
July 10: The National Security Guard has decided to train its force extensively in urban warfare. Following the 26/11
attacks in Mumbai, India’s elite commando force has realised that future terrorist attacks are likely to be in crowded
railway stations, airports, seaports, hotels, malls and other areas where large numbers of people congregate. "Our mock
exercises are being drawn out keeping such situations in mind. Training is conducted in all kinds of terrain, keeping a
combination of land and air in mind, but we now feel that our tactical responses must be geared to handle such a
scenario," a senior NSG official said on condition of anonymity. This is a sharp departure from the earlier model where
training focused on surgical strikes being conducted in open areas, such as J&K and in Naxal-infested states
Source : http://www.asianage.com/presentation/leftnavigation/news/india/nsg-to-train-in-urban-warfare.aspx
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research on and provides an in depth analysis of conventional and non-conventional issues related to national and South
Asian security including nuclear issues, disarmament, non-proliferation, weapons of mass destruction, the war on terrorism,
counter terrorism , strategies security sector reforms, and armed conflict and peace processes in the region.
For those in South Asia and elsewhere, the IPCS website provides a comprehensive analysis of the happenings within India
with a special focus on Jammu and Kashmir and Naxalite Violence. Our research promotes greater understanding of India's
foreign policy especially India-China relations, India's relations with SAARC countries and South East Asia.
Through close interaction with leading strategic thinkers, former members of the Indian Administrative Service, the Foreign
Service and the three wings of the Armed Forces - the Indian Army, Indian Navy, and Indian Air Force, - the academic
community as well as the media, the IPCS has contributed considerably to the strategic discourse in India.
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